scheiden, was für diese Menschen auf dem Through its careful development of a theoretical typological scale and structural analysis of six recent works of GDR fiction, Brandes's volume underscores, while it does not focus on, GDR literature's radical departure from realistic narrative within the past two decades.
The value of this book for research on GDR literature lies, however, not in the illustration of the already known, but rather in the methodology used to delineate the variations in one particularly prominent technigue employed by those authors for whom text and world demand a greater differentiation than that allowed by socialist realism.
The guestions raised here have to do with subversion--sometimes political, always aesthetic-made possible by the introduction of guotation and montage as literary devices. Quotation, used to varying degrees by the several authors discussed, is no longer the tool of the narrator/author with which he/she flaunts Bildung and lends authority to the text; montage reflects (as the modernist avant garde recognized early on) the non-structure of the world in the fragmented structure of text.
In one respect, Brandes's investigation demonstrates the extent to which GDR fiction has caught up with developments and devices familiar in Western literature since the early twentieth century; having finally overcome the suspicion of formalism and modernism, these authors are in a position, if not to recreate the wheel, then certainly to jump onto it.
The belatedness of this aesthetic development does not, to be sure, make their works or the discussion of them any less interesting--I appreciate this book immensely.
Brandes's thesis is based chiefly on theories developed by Herman Meyer and Volker Klotz.
Her particular investigatory strategy involves, however, a concentration on the "Erzähler als Schlüsselfigur in einem fiktiven Text" (13).
Klotz's typology provides the boundaries of her scale: guotation, "die Tätigkeit des Erzählers," stands at one extreme, while montage, "die Tätigkeit des
Autors," occupies the other. Quotation remains generally a narrative function within an organic and logical text; montage strives "dem Leser einen Denkimpuls zu geben, de-r weit über die Lektüre des einen Textes hinausgeht" (15).
Together they function as "borrowed language," and Brandes will argue that this element permits a far more reliable indication of the nature of the relationship between individual and world than pronouncements made by narrators or fictional characters.
The textual analysis of the various works arranges them according to these extremes, and locates them in terms of their position on this Brandes identifies the Goethe-guotations in this work as "der eigentliche Schlüssel für die Persönlichkeit des jungen Edgar" (112); they function both as mouthpiece and as actual voice and are, as such, the hidden articulation of the younger Edgar's psyche. The literary guotation thus provides "(d)ie eigentliche Aussage über das Leben und subjektive Denken des Helden" (120).
Brandes's structural analysis of the function of guotation in this text permits a new and extremely convincing reading, particularly as regards the interpretation of Edgar's death.
In her typology, this work moves toward greater reader involvement, and the narrator's responsibility weakens gradually as the typology shifts from guotation to montage. In reutilizing literary forms familiar already in the revolutionaryproletarian novels of the 1920s, however, Heym does leave open a critical crack. Because the documentary materials are external to the mediation and understanding of the narrator, the interpretation of the facts must be made separately by the reader.
The remaining works analyzed (Volker Braun: Unvollendete Geschieh t e_, Plenzdorf: Fein runTer keFn fern") demonstrate an appropriation of those literary technigues described as '"revolutionär-avantgardistisch"' (144).
In produc i njq a narrative that illustrates the fragility of language, Braun appeals to his reader for aid in resolving contradictions between the real and the ideal and in locating an unambiguous meaning. Plenzdorf, finally, by eliminating the narrator, denies any immanent gesture of communication between author and reader; the reader becomes, via the inner monologue of the central character, immediate witness to the discrepancies and contradictions between self
